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DRY WIND
In July, the dry wind and low air humidity dries up the skin of residents of a 

small city in Goias. Sandro spends his days going to the city club, to work, 

playing soccer with friends and attending his hometown parties. He has a 

relationship with Ricardo, his co-worker but his routine begins to change with 

the arrival of Maicon, a boy who pikes up his attention and of which everyone 

knows very little.



I always heard my grandfather cursing the eucalyptus tree – he would always 
say that its wood was useless, its leaves did not shade and it did not produce 
any fruit. It was a useless tree other than protecting houses from the wind. 
At that time, as a child, I did not understand my grandfather’s annoyance 
with these trees that dazzled me for their magnificence and for not bending 
with the strong winds of August. In comparison to some trees that were low 
and seemed to be twisted by guilt, ashamed of their own beauty, there was 
something almost obscene in the way the leaves of the eucalyptus sway 
happily in the treetop.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: EUCALYPTUS TREES



Brazil is a Christian country and, therefore, most of the time parents teach 
their children that desire is something forbidden and when felt it must be 
repressed. The sexual desire, the flesh one, is the most frightening, the most 
feared. My mother did not act in a different way. Afraid that I would learn things 
that I shouldn’t and feel desires that she considered to be inappropriate, she 
said that there are things that should not be felt. She did not say anything 
else but chose for an education characterized by silence. Like so many others, 
I learned more about sex from movies than at home or at school: I ended up 
identifying myself with images that claimed to be forbidden, wrong, ugly, 
dirty, obscene, but that aroused me to pleasure and desire.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: DESIRES



Catalão, my hometown and also scenario for “Dry Wind” is a city with very 
small political and social relevance within the national scene, besides from 
having a history marked by heinous crimes - whether for political reasons 
or for homophobia, like the murder of Professor Lázaro Duarte, whom I met 
when I was studying at the same school where he taught. Just like the entire 
state, the city has a strong country and countryside culture, with an economy 
based on agribusiness that occupies the entire town’s area with corn, soybeans 
and other grains farming. In a way this scenario helps one to easily believe 
the stories of people who leave small cities towards urban centers looking 
for a different life, for something new which can either be a new job or new 
perspectives. Stories like that are constantly scripts for TV shows, books, 
theatre plays and also for filmmaking. Most part of the time country towns 
are seen as a place where nothing happens, where there is only boredom, 
suffocation, repression and denial. Although I do not claim that this view is 
unfounded, it represents only one side of it, a foreign and limited look at life 
in a country town. 
“Dry Wind” seeks to show part of this gay culture from the countryside, which 
was responsible for my education until my adult life. A reality in which men 
look at each other, desire one another and have sex.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: COUNTRYSIDE CULTURE



“Dry Wind” has artificiality as an aesthetic proposal and seeks to establish a 
direct dialogue with some elements of melodrama, seeking a reflection on the 
daily life of the workers of a fertilizer factory. In addition, it seeks to bring to the 
cinema the poorly represented environment of the Brazilian Midwest region 
with all its complexities. It is the first fiction film recorded in the city of Catalão 
and part of the film’s actors and staff team are local.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: ACTING



The movie also focuses on the representation of homoerotic desire seeking a 
dialogue with films that tried to find a way of representation. 
This would break with the attempt to frame homo-affective ties exclusively 
within codes established by a culture that never worried about understanding 
the homoerotic relationships from another perspective other than the already 
established by current morals. 
Films like “O Fantasma” by João Pedro Rodrigues, “Esse Velho Sonho que 
se Move”, by Alain Guiraudie, the work of filmmakers from the 1970s like 
Wakefield Poole (“Bijou”) or even the performance work of some actors like 
Al Parker were used as an aesthetic and narrative reference. Movies, images, 
bodies, stories and people that made me proud of my desire, even with so 
many elements around me saying that I should squirm in shame like the trees 
did were also reference. Around Catalão there was always the artificiality of the 
green leaves of the eucalyptus swaying proudly with the winds in the midst of 
the winter drought.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT: HOMOEROTICISM



Actor: LEANDRO FARIA LELO
Character: Sandro

Actor: ALLAN JACINTO SANTANA
Character: Ricardo

Actress: RENATA CARVALHO
Character: Paula

Actor: RAFAEL TEOPHILO
Character: Maicon



Daniel Nolasco
Director

Daniel Nolasco was born in the city of Catalão, a small town in the state 
of Goiás, Brazil. He holds a bachelor’s degree in Cinema and Audiovisual 
from Universidade Federal Fluminense (BR) and in History from Universidade 
Federal de Goiás (BR). He has written and directed more than nine short 
films, screened and awarded in several national and international festivals. 
His first documentary feature is “Paulistas” (2017), which made his debut at 
Dok Leipzig. His second documentary was “Mr. Leather ”(2019), screened in 
more than thirty festivals such as BAFICI, Frameline, Montreal International 
Documentary Festival, FicViña Viña del Mar.“ Dry Wind ” is his first fiction 
feature film.

DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY
Mr. Leather, 2019, doc; 
Sr. Raposo, 2018, short; 
Paulistas, 2017, doc; 
Netuno, 2016, short; 
Tatame, 2015, short; 
Plutão, 2014, short; 
Febre da Madeira, 2013, short; 
Gil, 2012, short



Panaceia Filmes is a film company located in Brazil. With ten years in market, the 
company built up a lot of experience in independent projects.

Panaceia has produced seven short movies which were screened in more than 
one hundred festivals in Brazil and overseas.

In 2019, the company released two feature films: Hotel Mundial and Alaska. 
Nowadays, the production company is working on two features Oeste Outra Vez 
(West again), that is in post-production stage, and Vento Seco, that will have its 
World Premiere at Berlinale 2020. 

Panaceia also produces the film market SAPI, which brings together the most 
important players to talk about business in audiovisual.

PRODUCTION COMPANY: 



In 2013, I met director Daniel Nolasco at a projects laboratory and since then 
we have grown side by side, him as a director and I as a producer. It was through 
him that I joined the project Vento Seco. The film is a fiction that tells the story 
of Sandro, a worker from the countryside of Brazil who ends up having his 
daily life invaded by events that reveal his most intimate feelings and desires. 
In 2019, many projects later from meeting him, we decided to face the great 
challenge of making this film. It was our big bet, a joint and shared bet. It is a 
bold and complex film marked by the look and references of a director who 
mixes classic and pop, countryside and city, reality and dream.

It is a filmmaking that reflects a side of Brazil with multiple possibilities. A queer 
film made in the traditional countryside of the country, with a cast and crew 
primarily local. Far from large centers, the film shows itself as a beacon that 
illuminates the diversities, both in terms of experiences and productions.

Thus, the great challenges of production have been to think about the path the 
film may take and, above all, to make it find its audience. In its images we reveal 
a more plural, democratic and egalitarian world, in which characters who were 
previously marginalized are now protagonists of their own stories. Another 
challenge is to make it possible for the greatest number of people around the 
world to see histories, cultures and landscapes historically excluded.

Dry Wind is a film that matured within each choice and became more possible 
and more necessary with each regression. An essential film that lives up to its 
motivations, shows desire as something natural and reaches the daily like of a 
Brazil that currently lies castrated.

Lidiana Reis

PRODUCTION NOTES



DIRECTION AND SCREENPLAY: Daniel Nolasco
CINEMATOGRAPHY: Larry Machado
EDITING: Will Domingos
SOUND DESIGN: Guilherme Farkas
SOUND: Guilhotina Guinle
PRODUCTION DESIGN: Carol Breviglieri
COSTUMES: Carol Breviglieri
MAKE-UP: Ana Simiema
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: Larissa Fernandes
CASTING: Kassio Pires
PRODUCTION MANAGER: Tamara Benetti
PRODUCERS: Daniel Nolasco, Lidiana Reis
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Lidiana Reis, 
Deivid Rodrigues
CO-PRODUCERS: Matheus Peçanha , 
Aline Mazzarella, Thiago Yamachita
PRODUCTION: Panaceia Filmes, Goiânia
CO-PRODUCTION: Estúdio Giz, Rio de Janeiro
 
With
Leandro Faria Lelo (Sandro)
Allan Jacinto Santana (Ricardo)
Renata Carvalho (Paula)
Rafael Theophilo (Maicon)
Del Neto (Davi)
Larissa Sisterolli (Larissa)
Marcelo D’Avilla (Dog)
Leo Moreira Sá (Cezar)
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